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MS-DOS 7.10 MS-DOS 7.10 is the best and most powerful version of MS-DOS in the world, and it's also the most powerful, useful and high-performance DOS today (in addition to GNU GPLed FreeDOS). Thanks Microsoft! MS-DOS 7.10 is a standalone and independent OS indeed that has many
features. It fully supports large hard drives, large memory, FAT32 drives, long file names (LFN), etc. It has many improvements in earlier versions of DOS, such as MS-DOS 6.x. While offering excellent up-and-down compatibility. With it you can run Windows 3.x GUI and Windows 9x (95-98SE, aka
Win4.x) GUI over MS-DOS 7.10. Standard MS-DOS 7.10 is very stable and useful. Here are some downloads on it. Note to disk image: A . Img File is a standard floppy disk image that is supported by many DOS/WIN programs such as HD-COPY, Disk Copy Plus, WinImage, VMWare, Virtual PC, and
many more. Way. IMA (called WinImage). FLP (called VMWare) and . VFDs (called Virtual PCs) are just renamed versions. in IMG format. MS-DOS 7.10 Boot Disk: Boot disks are in a standard floppy disk image (. IMG). With the following MS-DOS 7.10 boot disks, you'll see how powerful and useful MS-
DOS 7.10 is: Note: Use the MS-DOS 7.10 standard boot disk above for some standard and common purposes, such as FDISK, FORMAT, Windows installation, and so on. Recognizes all fat partitions, including FAT12, FAT16, and FAT32 drives, and large hard disks (up to at least 2048 GB per partition!).
This IS CD support and native long file names (LFN) support are also included on this boot disk. Note The above Super MS-DOS 7.10 boot disk is a customized DOS boot disk that has many more functions than standard DOS boot disks. That's why it also supports NTFS/USB drives, a mouse, and many
more. If you want to run Win9x (4.x) correctly from it, please answer No when asked whether to load PC-CACHE (disk cache program for DOS). For more information and information about this super boot disk, read the README file. TXT inside. Important note: The above MS-DOS 7.10 boot disks are
*not* DOS installation discs! Therefore, if you want to install MS-DOS 7.10 on the system (hard disks). MS-DOS 7.10 Full Installation Version: To install the complete MS-DOS 7.10 system from the graphical installer! Easy to use! Both img version (floppy disk images) and ISO version (CD image) are
available as follows: MS-DOS 7.10 Full Installation Discs (Floppy Version, with 2 floppy disks) Note: In addition to the common DOS commands, the MS-DOS 7.10 installation disks above also include all standard DOS utilities such as Scandisk, DOSShell, MemMaker, VSafe and AccessDOS, which will
be installed automatically if you select full installation from DOS Setup. Installation disc 2 is required for full installation. For more information about these DOS devices, HELP from z command MS-DOS 7.10 Full CD installation (CD-ROM/RW ISO image) is also ready. Note: The CD ISO version also
includes a number of optional DOS add-ons such as MS Backup, MS Anti-Virus, Norton Utilities 2002 for DOS, many ISA/PCI sound card drivers, QuickView Pro, MPXPLAY, Volkov Commander Add-On, etc. This division is produced in the hope that it will be useful. See license file. TXT inside the
package for more information. You can also read the information on the Disclaimer page. Latest news: Memory Maker (MEMMAKER), CVT (FAT16 to FAT32 converter), and MS-DOS Help are available on installation discs! If you are not very familiar with disk images (. IMG/. ISO) or DOS installation so
far reads: Q &amp; A: 1. How do I create and use the MS-DOS 7.10 installation disc(s)? A: If you want ms-DOS 7.10 installation disks from . IMG (image floppy disk) after unpacking the downloaded file (. ZIP), you should write (do not copy) the disk image (. IMG) to floppy disk using a disk image
program! A tool called MAKEBOOT is now included in the ZIP package, so just enter MAKEBOOT in the DOS prompt to make the boot disk directly. Or you can use WinImage or similar WRITE (Not only copy or extract files) to boot the floppy disk in a similar way. In addition, you can also mimic a floppy
disk from a disk image (. IMG) in a virtual machine (eg Virtual PC and VMWare), and boot the system from this emulated floppy disk inside the virtual machine to start the installation directly. 2. How do I start installing MS-DOS 7.10 when it's ready? A: To start installing MS-DOS 7.10, just boot the system
from MS-DOS 7.10 Installation Disc 1 or MS-DOS 7.10 Installation CD (because they are both bootable if you have made the discs / burned CDs correctly), and then the installation will begin automatically soon. Alternatively, you could boot from your hard drive (i.e. from a C drive:) which has any version
of DOS installed already, or boot from any other MS-DOS 7.10 boot disk (not the MS-DOS 6.x boot disk or so in this case), and then navigate to drive A: and enter SETUP to start the MS-DOS 7.10 installation. Additional installation notes: You can install MS-DOS 7.10 as a new installation (i.e. on a fresh
unformatted hard drive and/or no operating system installed yet), upgrade from an earlier version of DOS (e.g. These can be done automatically for you by MS-DOS 7.10 Setup during installation. Setup can provide you with 2 or 3 options under certain conditions, while the default option is usually the best
option. Note about virtual machines: MS-DOS 7.10 Full version works smoothly in a virtual machine (eg Virtual PC, VMWare Workstation and even Bochs), as well as in a real machine. So you can also install it in virtual machines. Note about Windows: From Windows (e.g. WFW 3.11) 3.11) Windows 9x
(95-98SE) are the only GUI on top of dos, you can get to Windows 2.x/3.x/9x(4.x) easily by going to the Windows directory and then typing WIN on the MS-DOS 7.10 command line.  For more information about starting Windows/WFW 3.x over MS-DOS 7.10, see knowledge base article D1; For more
information about starting Windows 9x over MS-DOS 7.10, see knowledge base article E1; If you have more than 256MB of XMS memory in your system, and you want to run Win/WFW 3.x from DOS, then make sure you read knowledge base article D4. Expand the add-on (expand only once) you want
to install on any path that you like (eg Technotes / FAQ: News: More technotes and Knowledge Base (KB) are constructed! Any questions or suggest please send me! The MS-DOS 7.10 support and troubleshooting page provides a wealth of useful and additional information about ms-DOS 7.10. Many
Knowledge Base (KB) articles are now ready! See! On this side of the scales you have to stand still, on the které you are perhaps under the thym of the beautiful GUI Wokýnek last time completely avenged. DOS - Disk Operating System. Původně se these all the time nacházely jinde on the Internet, but
poněvadž site where the herles, already not prestupné, decided I'm going to publish them zde. In time, maybe I'll embrace other people who dig up the 100-year-old archive... Dear visitor, here you will find some DOS stuff. First of all, install MS-DOS 7.1 ISO. Further, some other DOS-related stuff. Most of
these sites are in Czech, but the downloads are of course the English version. I decided to publish these things because they are not available any more from the original site. MS-DOS 7.1 ISO Download ... 9MB dos71scd.zip - compressed ISO with some extra stuff Super MS-DOS 7.10 Boot Disk ... 1.2
MB mdos71bd.zip - single-floppy bootable DOS. Full of useful utils. NTFS driver etc. Mini-Windows 3.11 Boot Disk ... 1.2 MB mwin3.zip - one-floppy bootable live Windows 3.11. Update: Complete mirror site Wengiers Well, I found a mirror site where I downloaded these files some time ago. So here it is...
-=- Others / OTHER -=- This whole thing is meant to be all nostalgic, the guys you want to hook up old games. The problem is on the new computers. I recommend proto the whole DOS installed in QEMU. The team with the whole computer so the acolyte slows down, but the wind is not tolik, like the one
at DosBox... All these things are primarily devoted to nostalgia, wanting to play some old games. The problem is that the current computers are too fast to fot such games. Therefore, I recommend to install it in QEMU. Contact / Contact The question is if the time for this project not to be changed... but try
me napsat, i'll answer: eowyn dosworld.czweb.org. I'm not going to answer very quickly. Maybe I'll even forget I created this project. But you can at least try: eowyn AT dosworld.czweb.org. Heaven drink here / Or write here: Legal Question / Legal Affairs I'm not sure how it is with the legal question. Dear



Microsofte, come contact me, pokud se you don't like it and I'll give it a go. I'm not sure all these things are legal. If not, you can contact me, Microsoft, and I will remove it. Want more? Advanced insertion of details, examples and help! Деякі функціі Word не відобрадаться в Google Документах. Якко ви
внесете зміни, налаттування цих функцій буде скинуто.Докладніче Originally 86-DOS, written by Tim Paterson of Seattle Computer Products, DOS was a gross clone of CP / M for 8086 on hardware. Microsoft purchased it and licensed it to IBM for use with IBM PC products. In 1982, Microsoft began
licensing DOS to other OEMs who transferred it to their own x86 hardware and IBM PC clones. For information about IBM-specific releases, see the IBM PC-DOS product page. The MS-DOS 7.1 CDU is a popular custom compilation of MS-DOS and useful utities created by the China DOS Union. This
custom compilation is designed to help users who want to install an advanced MS-DOS environment from a CD-ROM or a single set of floppy disks at minimal cost. The basic version of DOS is used under the hood for Windows 95B and Windows 98, which includes support for FAT32 and long file names.
IMPORTANT: Be aware that this compilation is not a Microsoft release, but is available for your convenience because some people may find it useful. MS-DOS 7.0 (Windows 95 RTM), MS-DOS 7.1 (Windows 95 OSR2.x and 98), and crippled MS-DOS 8.0 (Windows ME) have never been released by
Microsoft as standalone products. WinWorldPC.com usually does not approve modified/modified reports, but the community has found this customized report to be useful. Installation Instructions If you want to use this version with Windows 3.x, make sure that you disable LFN because different 3.x
features will generate DOS errors and cause unexpected program failures. This version can be installed via CD or Floppy, as shown below
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